Poster: Footprint and Performance of Large Cloud Networks
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Abstract

The Tier-1 and Tier-2 transit providers have historically been considered the backbone of the Internet as they guarantee global reachability. In recent years, Internet flattening has reduced the need for transit providers, an effect greatly contributed to by the top cloud providers, such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft, and IBM. Recently, these cloud providers started offering two performance tiers for routing traffic. One tier, referred to as “Premium Tier” (PT), the Google-specific term, uses the cloud provider’s private network as much as possible, while “Standard Tier” (ST), uses the public Internet as much as possible. Through analysis of measurements made to gather performance and connectivity data, we find that the cloud provider networks’ points-of-presence (PoPs) tend to be deployed closer to population centers than the transit providers’ PoPs. We also find that the performance improvement from PT service is dependent on variables such as the ST/PT path length difference. These metrics demonstrate how cloud providers connect within the Internet, and what benefits their private networks provide to users.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In the past decade, the topology of the Internet has become much more densely connected [7, 9, 11] and paths have become shorter. This change in the structure of the Internet is known as “Internet flattening” and has been brought in large part due to the top cloud provider networks: Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and IBM. These companies deploy global private wide-area networks (WANs) and are very well connected to other networks [1, 4]. As a result, traffic to and from these networks often does not use Tier-1 or Tier-2 networks for transit [17], contributing to Internet flattening.

To understand the impact the top cloud providers have on Internet flattening, we quantify the population footprint within certain distances of their points-of-presence (PoPs). We measure these population coverages using individual network-level graph models we have created for the top cloud providers, Tier-1s, and Tier-2s using data from PeeringDB [14], network maps, and rDNS records.

Cloud providers now offer tiers of service to their users [2, 3, 10]. We use the Google-specific terms for these tiers for all cloud providers. For “Premium Tier” (PT) service, user traffic is routed as much as possible within the cloud provider’s private global WAN, and for “Standard Tier” (ST), user traffic is routed as much as possible through the public Internet. We also wish to understand the effect the private WANs have on end users’ performance.

2 Measurement Campaign

Measurements were taken over the course of 2019-2020 so different performance and connectivity properties could be analyzed. These measurements were taken from Speedchecker [16] and RIPE Atlas vantage points (VPs) [15] located around the globe to ST and PT cloud platform virtual machine (VM) instances deployed in multiple regions. The measurements consist of traceroutes for path evaluation, pings for latency, and HTTP for throughput.

The traceroutes are used to gain insight into routes taken by traffic. Therefore, we annotate each traceroute hop with the ASN using the Cymru IP-to-AS mapping [6] and a geolocation if it is available. The ping time and throughput measurement are used to analyze the performance differences between ST and PT.

We create network graphs using data from PeeringDB [12, 14] and network maps provided by Tier-1 and Tier-2s and the cloud providers, such as Tata [5] and NTT [13]. In the graph, nodes represent network edge PoPs and edges represent links between edge PoPs. The edges are weighted with the geographic distance between nodes, allowing the use of a shortest path algorithm to find optimal paths and path lengths through each network.

3 Population Coverage

As the cloud networks seek to deliver as many services to as many customers as possible, we expect that their network PoPs are placed to be as close to as much of the world’s population as possible. By counting the population within different distances of the network’s PoPs, we can gain an understanding of how effective the cloud providers are at being accessible to users.

For every cloud and transit provider network with a network graph, we examine the population coverage at 500, 700 and 1000 kilometer radii around the PoP coordinates, using up-to-date population density data [8]. These population counts are then summed together without double counting overlapping radii and then divided by the world population to calculate a population coverage percentage per network. We also perform a similar analysis, except forming a union of all edge PoPs for transit and cloud provider networks on a per continent basis, to investigate if there are regions that are underserved by either the cloud or transit providers.

Figure 1a shows the results of the population coverage analysis for each network, and we find that three out of the four top networks by population coverage are cloud providers. Figure 1b shows that some continents, such as Africa, are relatively underserved by the cloud providers. For these continents, the union of transit provider PoPs provides greater population coverage.

4 Benefits of Private WAN

We also investigate how the greater proportion of world population covered by cloud provider PoPs can benefit from the PT service. PT service will route traffic within cloud provider’s private WAN as much as possible, potentially improving performance [1]. For <City,AS> locations in each country, we can find the difference in
Figure 1: Percentage of the population within a 500, 700, and 1000 km radius from PoP per per provider (Fig. 1a) and per provider group per continent (Fig. 1b).

median ping time by sending pings to both a ST and PT VM in a given region, to provide insights into performance differences. Figure 2 shows that countries in the Americas, Europe and Oceana see improvement in median ping time for the Western Europe destination VMs when using PT. However, countries in Asia see much worse performance.

Understanding why different regions see different performance benefits can help predict how performance will differ between ST and PT. One potential variable impacting performance is the difference in path length taken by ST and PT traffic. For each <City,AS> location, we can use the geolocated traceroutes along with the network graphs to estimate the ST/PT difference in path length taken by traffic to the destination VM. Figure 3 shows a reasonable correlation between the median ping time and path length differences for <City,AS> locations in Asia and destination VM in Western Europe. This means that the worse performance in this case may be due to the longer PT path length. We find that this effect is caused by Google’s private WAN lacking a direct connection between Asia and Europe, meaning traffic must go through the US to reach Europe from Asia. The correlation is not extremely strong due to other factors which may influence the performance difference, such as proximity to a Google PoP. Outliers may also be caused by inaccuracies in the distance measurements.

5 Conclusion

We show that the cloud providers have established themselves as some of the most reachable and well-connected networks in the Internet, a place occupied mostly by transit networks. We also show that PT service offered by cloud providers can provide users with better performance using their private WANs, but that the benefits depend on multiple variables. Our future work is to form better predictions of performance, as this can be an important consideration for users who wish to deploy cloud services on PT.
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